


Defining the quirk quotient, Rocky Star presents a high fashion home décor line in 

collaboration with Bent Chair. The collection showcases his watermark designs as 

well as a baroque and chic botanical pattern in vibrant hues. Get the feel of couture 

into your homes with this eccentric line. Bent Chair is bringing avant-garde home 

décor one collection at a time.



FURNITURE



ROCKY STAR’S 
BAROQUE CLUB CHAIR
Presenting a symphony of royal gold and earthy brown shades united by a decorative 

jewel-like pattern, carved legs and pristine brass finish, this luxurious looking handcrafted 

‘Club chair’ is from the Baroque Collection by Rocky Star. The jeweled art, painstaking detailing 

and classic ageless quality design make this armchair a luxury to own.

Material: Rosewood, Velvet, Ivory Coast and Brass Accents

Color: Black & Gold Distressed Finish

Dimensions: W*D*H: 80*80*75 cm

Seat Height: 42 

Weight: 23.7 kg

www.bentchair.com
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ROCKY STAR’S BAROQUE 
OCCASIONAL CHAIR
Featuring a royal looking side chair drawing inspiration from the 

Baroque Collection by Rocky Star. Embellished with rich jewel 

tones, the hand-carved jewel is a luxury to own. Its frame is crafted 

in high-grade Indian Rosewood and is united by soft velvet uphol-

stery and intricate wooden detailing, this side chair is both com-

fortable expresses simplicity matched with utmost radiance.

Material: Rosewood, Velvet, Ivory Coast and Brass Accents

Color: Black & Gold Distressed Finish

Dimensions: W*D*H: 80*80*75 cm

Seat Height: 42 cm

Weight: 23.7 kg



ROCKY STAR'S
BAROQUE SOFA
Experience sheer luxury in the arms of this exquisite looking sofa which is from the 

Baroque collection by Rocky Star. Curved rolled arms, intricate wood carving combined 

with regal gold patterns and deep brown tones on this sofa will add a touch of opulence to 

any space. Its refined gold detailing and its soft velvet upholstery express simplicity 

matched with utmost radiance.

Material: Steam Beech, Teak Wood Feet and Velvet

Color: Black & Gold Distressed Finish

Dimensions: W*D*H: 216*81*89 cm

Seat Height: 43 cm

Weight: 52 kg

www.bentchair.com
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ROCKY STAR’S BOTANIC 
CLUB CHAIR
Classic elegance and strong traditional influence gave life to this charming armchair which 

is from the furniture line by Rocky Star. Hand-made detailing applied to its solid wood frame 

with soft velvet upholstery depicting romantic patterns and delicate floral blossoms in an 

amalgamation of soft hues, this Armchair is sure to bring new life to your living room.

Material: Rosewood, Velvet, Ivory Coast and Brass Accents

Color: Black & Gold Distressed Finish

Dimensions: W*D*H: 80*80*75 cm

Seat Height: 42 cm

Weight: 23.7 kg



www.bentchair.com

ROCKY STAR’S BAROQUE 
OCCASIONAL CHAIR
Blossoming floral leitmotifs of verdant blooms are one serene sight in Rocky Star’s furniture 

line. Handmade to precision in Indian Rosewood, this hand-carved velvet upholstered chair 

takes you to an ethereal journey with its cosmic designs and embroidered finish.

Material: Rosewood, Velvet, Ivory Coast and Brass Accents

Color: Black & Gold Distressed Finish

Dimensions: W*D*H: 80*80*75 cm

Seat Height: 42 cm

Weight: 23.7 kg
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ROCKY STAR'S
BOTANICS SOFA
Add comfort, style and floral beauty with this luxurious sofa from the furniture line by 

Rocky Star. Intricate wood carving over its smooth slender finished legs along with an 

elegant velvet tufted floral upholstery in bright shades the luxurious handcrafted sofa is 

sure to bring an enchanting paradise garden to your living room.

Material: Steam Beech, Teak Wood Feet and Velvet

Color: Black & Gold Distressed Finish

Dimensions: W*D*H: 216*81*89 cm

Seat Height: 43 cm

Weight: 52 kg



www.bentchair.com

ROCKY STAR’S 
COFFEE TABLE
Add rich lustre to your living room with our handcrafted coffee table from the furniture

collection by Rocky Star. Constructed in high-grade Indian Rosewood, the deep brown colored 

coffee table features intricate hand-carved detailing giving it an elegant look. Classic yet 

appropriate for modern decor the royal looks of this coffee table will surely bring an overall 

appeal to your living room.

Material: HDF Board, Rosewood, Glass and Brass Feet

Color: Black & Gold distressed Finish

Dimensions: Dia*H: 102*46 cm

Weight: 37 kg



www.bentchair.com

ROCKY STAR’S 
END TABLE
This regal end table from Rocky Star’s furniture line is an optimal pick to add splendor and chic 

vibes to your living space. Constructed in high-grade Indian Rosewood, the deep brown colored 

end table features intricate hand-carved detailing giving it an elegant look. Its luxurious feel 

and modern looks can jazz up any living space.

Material: HDF Board, Rosewood, Glass and Brass Feet

Color: Black & Gold distressed Finish

Dimensions: Dia*H: 53*67 cm

Weight: 14 kg



www.bentchair.com

ROCKY STAR’S CONSOLE TABLE
Balance loft-worthy looks and simple utility with this striking elegant console table from the 

furniture line by Rocky Star. Handcrafted in Steam Beechwood and accentuated with brass 

accents, the deep black console table has a modern elite design. Lend your space a touch of 

eclectic appeal with this elegant looking console which is a luxury to own.

Material: Steamed Beachwood, Marble, Ply Board, Brass feet & Deer Head

Color: Black & Gold Distressed Finish

Dimensions: W*D*H: 122*56*93 cm

Weight: 18 kg



ROCKY STAR'S CABINET
Reflecting designs that are Classic and Contemporary, this cabinet from the furniture line 

by Rocky Star delivers the right blend of aesthetics, functionality and promised quality. The 

high gloss finished wooden board, PU lining and intricate brass accents which adorn this 

cabinet are sure to enhance the look of any space it is placed in.

Material: High Gloss Finish Wood Board, PU Lining & Brass Accents

Color: Black & Gold Distressed Finish

Dimensions: W*D*H: 92*54*172 cm

Weight: 118 kg

Weight: 23.7 kgt

www.bentchair.com



ROCKY STAR’S ANTHROPOD
DINING CHAIR
Bent Chair's collaboration with Rocky Star is bringing back abstract 

art furnished with contemporary designs. Sweeping lines and 

sumptuous velvet upholstery add glamour to the beautifully crafted 

chair. Perfect for instilling a sense of class and style the chair offers 

luxury in a compact form.

Material: Steamed Beech Wood, Polyester Velvet

Dimensions: W*D*H: 60*68*89 cm

Seat Height: 52

Weight: 12 kg



ROCKY STAR’S 
MAYA DINING CHAIR
A  generous construction wrapped in a sumptuous velvet uphol-

stery, this classic chair by Rocky Star's furniture line expresses 

simplicity matched with utmost radiance. Characterised by an 

angular backseat, clean-lined silhouettes and modern color palette, 

this contemporary chair is an impeccable example of modern luxu-

rious living.

Material: Steamed Beech Wood, Polyester Velvet

Color: Black & Gold Distressed Finish

Dimensions:   W*D*H: 60*68*89 cm

Seat Height: 52 cm

Weight: 12 kg



ROCKY STAR’S MAYA SOFA
Unwind in opulence with the interesting sofa from Rocky Star 

furniture line and introduce chic vibes to your living space. Artfully 

enveloped in a plush velvet upholstery in an amalgamation of soft 

hues the luxurious sofa is truly desirable. A pristine brass plinth 

support elevates its luxurious allure to another level. 

Material: Steamed Beech Wood & Wooden Base with S.S PVD 

Coated & Polyester Velvet 

Dimensions: Dia*H: 366*87 cm

Seat Height: 44 cm

Weight: 280 kg



ROCKY STAR’S MAYA BLUE SOFA
Unwind in opulence with the interesting solid tint sofa from Rocky Star furniture Maya 

line. Artfully enveloped in a plush velvet upholstery in calming soft hues the luxurious 

sofa is truly desirable. A pristine brass plinth support elevates its luxurious allure to 

another level. 

Material: Steamed Beech Wood & Wooden Base with S.S PVD Coated & Polyes-

ter Velvet

Color: Black & Gold Distressed Finish

Dimensions:  D*H: 366*87 cm

Seat Height: 44 cm

Weight: 280 kg

Steamed Beech Wood & Wooden Base with S.S PVD Coated & Polyes-



ROCKY STAR’S ANTHROPOD SOFA
Ultra-sumptuous velvet upholstery in exotic fluttering butterflies 

takes a centra stage in Rocky Star furniture line. A high-grade wood 

construction, wrapped in an ultra soft monochrome velvet uphol-

stery is enriched with exquisite butterflies giving a classic twist to 

the oversized sweeping line and refined silhouettes. Introduce this 

luxury to your interiors to experience years of comfort and style.

Material: Steamed Beech Wood & Wooden Base with S.S PVD 

Coated & Polyester Velvet

Dimensions: Dia*H: 366*87 cm

Seat Height: 44 cm

Weight: 280 kg

ROCKY STAR’S ANTHROPOD SOFA
Ultra-sumptuous velvet upholstery in exotic fluttering butterflies 

takes a centra stage in Rocky Star furniture line. A high-grade wood 

construction, wrapped in an ultra soft monochrome velvet uphol-

stery is enriched with exquisite butterflies giving a classic twist to 

the oversized sweeping line and refined silhouettes. Introduce this 

luxury to your interiors to experience years of comfort and style.

Steamed Beech Wood & Wooden Base with S.S PVD 



ROCKY STAR’S MAYA BLUE SOFAROCKY STAR’S ANTHROPOD 
OFF-WHITE SOFA
Feel years of comfort in the exotic solid toned sofa from the Anthropod series by Rocky 

Star. Wrapped in an ultra-soft velvet upholstery, this furniture piece gives a classic twist 

to the oversized sweeping line and refined silhouettes. The brass plinth at the base of the 

luxurious piece enhances the glamour quotient to another level.

Material: Steamed Beech Wood & Wooden Base with S.S PVD Coated & Polyes-

ter Velvet

Color: Black & Gold Distressed Finish

Dimensions:  D*H: 366*87 cm

Seat Height: 44 cm

Weight: 280 kg



ROCKY STAR’S 
MAYA BENCH

Material:  Steamed Beech Wood & Wooden Base with S.S PVD 

Dimensions: W*D*H: 155*102*44

Seat Height: 44 cm

Weight: 58 kg

Unwind in opulence with the interesting bench from Rocky Star furniture line 

and introduce chic vibes to your living space. Artfully enveloped in a plush velvet 

upholstery in an amalgamation of soft hues the luxurious sofa is truly desirable. 

A pristine brass plinth support elevates its luxurious allure to another level. 



ROCKY STAR’S
MAYA BLUE BENCH
Unwind in opulence with the interesting bench from Rocky Star furniture 

line and introduce chic vibes to your living space. Artfully enveloped in a 

plush velvet upholstery in a soft blue color the luxurious sofa is truly desir-

able. A pristine brass plinth support elevates its luxurious allure to another 

level. 

Material: Steamed Beech Wood & Wooden Base with S.S PVD 

Color: Multicolor

Dimensions:   W*D*H: 155*102*44 cm

Seat Height: 44 cm

Weight: 58 kg

Unwind in opulence with the interesting bench from Rocky Star furniture 

line and introduce chic vibes to your living space. Artfully enveloped in a 

plush velvet upholstery in a soft blue color the luxurious sofa is truly desir-

able. A pristine brass plinth support elevates its luxurious allure to another 



ROCKY STAR’S
ANTHROPOD BENCH

Material:  Steamed Beech Wood & Wooden Base with S.S PVD 

Coated Plate

Dimensions: W*D*H: 155*102*73

Seat Height: 44 cm

Weight: 58 kg

Ultra-sumptuous velvet upholstery in exotic fluttering butterflies takes a centra 

stage in Rocky Star furniture line. A high-grade wood construction, wrapped in an 

ultra soft monochrome velvet upholstery is enriched with exquisite butterflies 

giving a classic twist to the oversized sweeping line and refined silhouettes. 

Introduce this luxury to your interiors to experience years of comfort and style.. 

Steamed Beech Wood & Wooden Base with S.S PVD 



ROCKY STAR’S ANTHROPOD 
WHITE BENCH
Ultra-sumptuous velvet upholstery in exotic fluttering butterflies takes a 

centra stage in Rocky Star furniture line. A high-grade wood construction, 

wrapped in an ultra soft solid velvet upholstery giving a classic twist to the 

oversized sweeping line and refined silhouettes. Introduce this luxury to 

your interiors to experience years of comfort and style.

Material: Steamed Beech Wood & Wooden Base with S.S PVD 

Coated Plate 

Color: Black, White & Gold

Dimensions:   W*D*H: 155*102*73

Seat Height: 44 cm

Weight: 58 kg

ROCKY STAR’S ANTHROPOD 

Ultra-sumptuous velvet upholstery in exotic fluttering butterflies takes a 

centra stage in Rocky Star furniture line. A high-grade wood construction, 

wrapped in an ultra soft solid velvet upholstery giving a classic twist to the 

oversized sweeping line and refined silhouettes. Introduce this luxury to 



ROCKY STAR’S
DINING TABLE

Material:  Rosewood, Glass, Brass Legs 

Dimensions: H: 214*102*81

Weight: 108 kg

The alluring Rocky Star Dining Table is marked by its subtly flowing accentuated 

slender brass base. The table features a high-grade rosewood construction, a 

smooth glass top that is supported on pristine tri-brass decorations. The gleam-

ing vision of this dining table is sure to add an everlasting appeal to your living 

space.

Rosewood, Glass, Brass Legs 

ing vision of this dining table is sure to add an everlasting appeal to your living 



ROCKY STAR’S 
DINING CHAIR
Rocky Star's Dining chair features a timeless elegant construction. 

Wrapped in polyester velvet and PU in distressed finishes, this effortless 

slender chair in steam wood construction will surely add a luxurious feel to 

your dining space.

Material: Steam Beech Wood, PU, Polyester Velvet

Color: Black Satin Finish 

Dimensions:  W*D*H: 59*70*101 cm

Seat Height: 50 cm

Weight: 15 kg

Rocky Star's Dining chair features a timeless elegant construction. 

Wrapped in polyester velvet and PU in distressed finishes, this effortless 

slender chair in steam wood construction will surely add a luxurious feel to 



Material:  Steamed Beech Wood, MDF Board, Plywood, Veneer, LED 

Light, Glass & Brass Accents

Dimensions: W*D*H: 90*62*135 cm

Weight: 60 kg

Rocky Star delivers the right blend of aesthetics and functionality with an 

element of a quirk in this regal style cabinet by Rocky Star. The high gloss finish 

and polished brass accents are sure to enhance the look of any space.

ROCKY STAR’S 
BAR CABINET



A stunning high-grade construction finished in clear glossy and antique gold, 

redefining luxury to another level. This interesting coffee table by Rocky Star is 

a delight to introduce to your interiors because of it's impressive irregular shape 

and style.

Material: MDF, Ply Board, Flexible Ply, Veneer, Glass & SS PVD 

Coated Plate

Color: Gloss Clear Finish & Antique Gold

Dimensions: Dia*H: 99*43 cm

Weight: 39 kg

ROCKY STAR’S 
GLASS COFFEE TABLE



ROCKY STAR’S 
CHANDELIER (BIG)

Material:  Polyresin

Dimensions: W*D*H: 96*96*96

Weight:  28.5 kg

Exude a sense of elegance and class with this stylish chandelier by Rocky Star. Be 

it a contemporary or a modern setting, the luxuriously chandelier crafted chan-

delier in royal tints of black and golden allows you to experience the beauty of a 

well-lit room.

Exude a sense of elegance and class with this stylish chandelier by Rocky Star. Be 

-

delier in royal tints of black and golden allows you to experience the beauty of a 



Add a clip-on style shade for a decorative look with this stunning chandelier by 

Rocky Star. Covered in bold black tints and highlighted with royal gold touches. 

The scroll design arms add a romantic look to the interiors.

Material: Polyresin

Color: Black & Golden Antique Finish

Dimensions: W*D*H: 100*100*98

Weight: 17 kg

ROCKY STAR’S 
CHANDELIER (SMALL)



ACCESSORIES
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ROCKY STAR’S
BAROQUE PLATES
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ROCKY STAR’S
BAROQUE CUSHIONS
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ROCKY STAR’S
BAROQUE TABLE MATS
(SET OF 4)
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ROCKY STAR’S
BAROQUE TABLE RUNNER
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ROCKY STAR’S
BAROQUE PHOTOFRAME
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ROCKY STAR’S BAROQUE
RECTANGULAR COASTER
(SET OF 4)
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ROCKY STAR’S BAROQUE
SHIELD COASTER
(SET OF 4)
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ROCKY STAR’S
BAROQUE COFFEE MUG
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ROCKY STAR’S
BOTANIC PLATES
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ROCKY STAR’S
BOTANIC CUSHIONS
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ROCKY STAR’S
BOTANIC TABLE MATS
(SET OF 4)
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ROCKY STAR’S
BOTANIC TABLE RUNNER
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ROCKY STAR’S
BOTANIC PHOTOFRAME
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ROCKY STAR’S BOTANIC
RECTANGULAR COASTER
(SET OF 4)
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ROCKY STAR’S BOTANIC
BRACKET COASTER
(SET OF 4)
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ROCKY STAR’S
BOTANIC COFFEE MUG
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ROCKY STAR’S
WATERMARK
RECTANGULAR COASTER
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ROCKY STAR’S
WATERMARK
STAR COASTER
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ROCKY STAR’S WATERMARK
COFFEE MUG
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ROCKY STAR’S WATERMARK
PHOTOFRAME
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MAYA TABLE RUNNER
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MAYA TABLE
MATS (SET OF 4)
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MAYA DINING PLATE
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MAYA QUARTER
PLATE (SET OF 4)
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JEWEL ANTHROPOD 
TABLE RUNNER
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JEWEL ANTHROPOD 
TABLE MATS
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JEWEL ANTHROPOD 
DINING PLATE 
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MAYA QUARTER
PLATE (SET OF 4)




